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1. Introduction. The present article is devoted to the study of functions

which are subharmonic in a half-space and whose upper limit is non-positive

at the finite boundary points. Our method originated from a remark of Pro-

fessor A. Weinstein. He pointed out to us that the following property of har-

monic functions is implied by the correspondence principle [16; 17] for gen-

eralized axially symmetric potentials: The function u(xu x2, • • • , xn) is

harmonic in the half-space a;„>0 if and only if the function v(l-i, £2, • • • ,

€*«)-«(&,&• • • , ?«-i,(£+&-i+£+i)m)/(&+en+i+&+2)1,2isharmpnicin
the corresponding domain in (n-\-2)-dimensional'space(2).

2. The method. Let Rn («^2) be an ra-dimensional Euclidean space the

points of which will be denoted by x = (xi, x2, • • • , xn) ory = (yi, y2, ■ • • ,yn).

Definition. The function u(x) is said to be of class A if and only if the

following conditions are fulfilled: (1) u is defined and subharmonic in the half-

space H=E[x\xn>0]; (2) u satisfies

(2.1) limsup«(*) gO (xGH)
x-*y

at all points y of the boundary D = E [x | xn — 0 ]i.

It is convenient to introduce further an (ra + 2)-dimensional space Pn+2

(ra^2) whose points will be denoted by £ = (£i, £2, ■ • • , £,,+2) or »; = (771,

Definition. The function v(£) is said to be of class B if and only if the fol-

lowing conditions are fulfilled: (1) v is defined and subharmonic in the whole

space Pn+2; (2) v is symmetric with respect to the subspace A = £[5||2+€n+i

+S»+2 = Q], *•«• depending only on fc, £2, • • • , £»_i and (il+kt+i+kl+i)1'2-
Our method is based on a simple one-to-one correspondence between these

two classes which enables us to reduce problems concerning functions of

class A to questions about functions of class B.

Lemma. The transformation v(l-) =S[u(x)), defined by
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(2) A direct calculation yields Au(x) = (^+^+1+^+2)1/ilA»(f), where A denotes the Laplacian

and Xi = fc, *2 = fc, ■ • • , x„+l = (n-i, Xn={(l+il+l+il+1)1''.
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2 2 2        1/2. 2 2 2       1/2

(2.2) V(Q   -  «(fl, ?2,  •  •  •   ,  6-1,   (fc, + £n+l + S»+2)      )/(£« + 6*1 + &H-l)

for %EF*+*-A, and by

(2.3) »(£) = lim sup o(jj) (r, £ Pn+2 - A)

/or ££A, establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the two classes of func-

tions A and B. Ffte inverse T of S is given by

(2.4) u(x) = 2"[»(£)] = x»»(xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ xn-i, xn, 0, 0).

Remark. It is evident from the following proof that this lemma remains

valid, if the class A is replaced by the set of functions which are defined and

subharmonic in H(RU Ri)=Hr\E[x\Ri< \x\ <P2], where \x\ =(zZ" x2)112,

and satisfy (2.1) for all points y on P (Pi, P2) = DC\E [x \ Rt < \ x \ < Ri ]. At the

same time B must be replaced by the class of functions which are defined and

subharmonic in fl(P,, P2) = £[£|Pi< |£| <P2], where |£| = (Ei+2£)1/2. and

are symmetric with respect to A. The values 0 for Pi and oo for P2 are ad-

mitted. This will be used in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 4.

Proof of the lemma. Let u(x) be an arbitrary function of class A. We

first prove that »(£) =S[m(x)] is subharmonic in Pn+2—A. In the case where

u is sufficiently regular, e.g. possesses continuous partial derivatives up to

the second order, this can be verified by straightforward differentiation (3). A

general function u of class A can be represented (on any subcompact of H)

as the limit of a nonincreasing sequence {Uk} of regular subharmonic func-

tions. The functions Dfc = S[Mjfc] are subharmonic. Obviously, Vk I v for k—>oo.

Hence v is subharmonic in Pn+2—A.

Furthermore, we demonstrate that v is bounded from above in the neigh-

borhood of any subcompact of A. In order to prove this we consider, for any

givenP>0, the least harmonic majorant htjt(x) of the function u+ = max [m,0]

in the domain Pf^[|x| <2R]-h}R(x) assumes the boundary value 0 on

DC\ [\ x\ <2P]. From this follows easily that there exists a constant C(R) < oo

such that u(x)^u+(x)^htR(x)^C(R)xn in a neighborhood of PH[|x| ^P].

In the corresponding neighborhood of A(~\ [| (j| =P] we then have v<C(R) as

stated.

Therefore, v is now known to be subharmonic in P»+2—A and bounded

from above in the neighborhood of any subcompact of A. Since A is of capacity

zero, we can apply a theorem of M. Brelot [3, p. 31 ] and conclude that v can

be continued into A as a subharmonic function. (One of Brelot's hypotheses,

namely the boundedness of the exceptional set, is not fulfilled. However, the

reader will easily convince himself that one can get rid of this assumption by

trivial modifications in Brelot's argument.) The continuation is uniquely

determined and given by (2.3). Hence v = S[u] is of class B.

Let v(£) be an arbitrary function of class B. Then u(x) = T[v] is subhar-

monic in H. If v is sufficiently regular, this can be verified by differentiation.
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The general case can again be treated by introducing an approximating se-

quence. Obviously (2.1) is fulfilled. Consequently, u is of class A.

It is evident that the transformations 5 and T are inverse to each other.

They establish a one-to-one correspondence between the classes A and B.

Q.E.D.
We introduce the following notations:

2, = E[$| |{|   =r],       Sr-E[%\ |*|   = r],

and coB = 27r,'2/r(ra/2) (area of the (ra —l)-dimensional unit sphere).

3. Properties of a mean value. Let u(x) be subharmonic in H(RU Ri)

and satisfy (2.1) for all yGD(Ri, Ri)- We consider the corresponding function

v(g) =S[u], which is subharmonic in Q(Ri, Ri).

A well known theorem of F. Riesz [12 ] states that the mean value

(3.1) A(v;r)=- f »({)<ffir({)

is a convex function of r~n (Ri<r<Rt), i.e.

rf   A(n)    1

(3.2) r~n   A(r)     1    > 0

rr"   A(ri)    1

holds for any three radii ri, r, and r2 satisfying the inequality i?i<n<r<r2

<i?j. It is easy to verify that

1        C   u        2 2m m(r)
(3.3) A(v; r) =-       — iirxndSr(x) =-— •

w„+2rn+1 J sr xn wn     r

Here we adopt the usual definition

(3.4) m(r) =   I   u(x) sin d>dSi(x),
J sr

where sin <p=xn/r and dSi(x) =dSr(x)/rn~1 is the central projection of the

surface element dSr(x) on Si. Inequality (3.2) is equivalent to each one of the

following three relations:

m(r) rnl2~x    rn/2    r_n/2

ri   e\ r   \ n/2_1       n/2       -n/2     -. r,
(3.5) w(ri)fi f!      rx ^ 0,

. n/2-l n/2 -n/i
m(fi)ri r2       r2

T"    m(ri)/ri    1

(3.6) r-»    w(r)/r      1    ^ 0,

rf   m(ri)/ri    1
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ri ri   m(ri) 1

(3.7) r» rn~xm(r) 1    = 0.

r2 r2   w(r2) 1

We thus have proved:

Theorem 1. Let u(x) be subharmonic in H(Ri, P2) and satisfy (2.1) on

D(Ri, Ri). Then the function m(r), defined by (3.4), has the following properties:

(1) m(r)/r is a convex function of r~n; (2) rn~lm(r) is a convex function of rn(3).

By comparison of formulation (3.5) with Theorem 7 in [l] we observe

that this is a well known result of L. Ahlfors in somewhat extended form. The

greater generality consists in the fact that we neither limit ourselves to non-

negative functions u, nor do we—and this would be equivalent—replace u

by M+ = max [u, 0] in the definition of m(r). For this reason results of A.

Dinghas [5; 6] and M. Tsuji [14] are also contained in Theorem 1. These

authors discussed the behavior of the mean value m(r) of functions which are

positive and harmonic throughout H. Their results follow from our state-

ments if we restrict ourselves to functions u which are negative and harmonic

throughout H, and formulate the conclusions for ( — u). The same remark

applies to Theorem 2 (below) (4).

The statements of Theorem 1 are the best possible in the following sense:

given any convex function <p(t), 0^<i</<i2= oo, there exists a function u(x)

with the following properties: (a) u is defined and subharmonic in H(tr1,n,

trlln); (b) u satisfies (2.1) on D(trlln, tr1,n); (c) m(r)/r=<p(r~n). Indeed, the

function u(x) = T[v), where v(%) = (2«/ww)0(| £| """), fulfills all of these condi-

tions. It is even possible to constructrexamples which show that the postulate

(a) may be replaced by: (a') u is defined and harmonic in H(tTlln, trlln).

These functions illustrate the accuracy of statement (1) in Theorem 1. One

can construct corresponding examples for statement (2) in an analogous way.

Suppose now that u is of class A. Then i> = S[w] is of class B and, by a

well known property of subharmonic functions, A(v; r) is a nondecreasing

function of r. We thus have:

Theorem 2. Let u(x) be subharmonic in H and satisfy (2.1) on D. Then

m(r)/r, m(r) being defined by (3.4), is a nondecreasing function of r.

This is a classical theorem of L. Ahlfors [l]. He derived it for positive

harmonic functions of class A as a consequence of the convexity property of

(8) Since the inequalities (3.6) and (3.7) follow from each other, the statements (1) and (2)

are equivalent. Seemingly this fact has never been pointed out before.

(') Added February 20, 1956. In a more recent publication (C.R. Acad. Sci. Paris vol. 237
(1953) pp. 594-595) A. Dinghas has announced further results in this field. These can also be

derived by the method used in this article.
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m(r)/r. Further proofs are contained in the articles of A. Dinghas [5] and

M. Heins [8](5).

So far only elementary properties of subharmonic functions have been

applied. We shall now make use of deeper results, such as the Riesz decom-

position theorem.

4. Representation theorems. Let us first consider a function u(x) which

is defined in H, subharmonic and nonpositive. Obviously, u is of class A. The

corresponding function v(£) —S[u] is nonpositive throughout Pn+2.

In any given sphere |£| <r (r>0) we have the Riesz decomposition [12,

II, p. 357]

(4.1) f(!)--*r(*)-   f      7r«, V)dn(ev).
J lll<r

Here hr(£) is the least harmonic majorant of »(£) in |£| <r, yr(£, -n) denotes

Green's function for this domain and p(e,) is a non-negative Borel measure.

Let r / oo. Then, for any fixed pair of points £ and 17, yr(£, -q) / \ £ — 771 ~n,

where £ — 77 = (£1 — 771, • • • , ^n+i — r]n+i). Furthermore, {&,(£)} is a nondecreas-

ing sequence of nonpositive harmonic functions. It tends to a limit function

which is nonpositive and harmonic throughout P"+2, therefore a constant.

Hence

(4.2) v(t) = c-   f      I * -v \-nd»(ev).
J pn+2

We observe that the measure p is symmetric with respect to A, i.e. u(ev)

=p(e,') holds whenever the set e, can be transformed into ej by a rotation

of the space Pn+2 around 0 which leaves A invariant. This property of p

follows at once from the corresponding symmetry of v and the well known

fact that p is uniquely determined by v.

We are now going to determine the representation of u(x) which cor-

responds to (4.2). It is convenient for this purpose to decompose the measure

p intoasump=pi-l-p2,Pi and p2 being of support A and Pn+2—A, respectively.

If we put

(4.3) vi =   f I £ - r, |—<foi(«,),

we obviously have

(4.4) T[vi] = xn f \x- y\-»dVi(ev),
<JD

the measure vi being defined by

(6) Professor M. Riesz kindly drew our attention to another (unpublished) proof by L.

Garding and B. Kjellberg. Their method is different from the one used in this paper.
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„   .. "i(0 = Pl(E[ri\ Vi = yi, • • • , Vn-l
(4.5) 2 2 2 ,

=   yn-l, 1?n + J/n+1 + 17n+2   =  0;  y £ «»])•

Moreover, defining

(4.6) Vi=   f        \t-v\-ndpi(e,),

we state that

(4.7) TM =   f g(x, ?)*,(«,),

where g(x, y) denotes Green's function for H and Vi is given by

"2(ev)   =   (X„/y„)M2(P[l? | *Jl  =   yi,  •  • •  , JJn-l

(4.8) 2 2 2 1 ,
= y«-i, Vn + Vn+i + Vn+i = yn, y fc «»J),

where X2 = l/2 and X„ = l/2(« —2) for « = 3. In order to demonstrate (4.7),

we first consider a fixed point yo and assume that ju2 consists of the unit mass,

distributed uniformly over the set

r    I 222 2 -.

T(yo)   =   E\r)\r\i=   yio,   •  •  •   , Vn-1  =   yn-1,0, Vn + »?n+l + 1?n+S   =   yBoJ.

In this case we have

1      C* /fri 2 2 2 2
»2  =  —   I Sin /07   / 2^ (£» -   y»<>)     + £n + |n+l + £n+2

2 2 2 2 1/2 ^ 1*1 *

+  ynO  —   2yn0(?n + £n+l +  £n+2>       COS <

This formula was obtained by direct calculation. It can be verified a posteriori

by the following simple reasoning. The potential v2(£) is uniquely determined

by the following properties: (1) v2 is harmonic in Pn+2 — Y(ya); (2) Vi is sym-

metric with respect to A; (3) »s(£) = [zZ"'1 (£i-y.o)2+yno]-"/2 on A. This is

implied by the identification principle of A. Weinstein [16]. It is easy to see

that the above expression satisfies all of these conditions. For n = 3 we con-

clude that

Xn C T s*n ^

~  2 Jo     [\ x - y0\2 + 2xnyn0(l -cos*)]"'2

~~ 2(W-2)yn0L| x- yo\"-2 ~ [ \ x - y0 \2 + 4xnyn0]<-2"2J

S(x, y0)

(2m - 2)yn0
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An analogous formula holds for » = 2. (4.9) is a special case of (4.7) from

which the general case can easily be deduced.

Since v = c — Vi — Vt, we have u = cxn— T[vi] — T[vi] and, by (4.4) and (4.7),

we arrive at the following result:

Theorem 3. 4 function u(x) which is subharmonic and nonpositive through-

out H admits the representation

(4.10) u(x) = cxn - xn I   | x — y\~ndvi(ey) -  j  g(x, y)dvi(ev),

where vi and Vi are non-negative Borel measures, of support D and H, respectively,

g denotes Green's function for H, and c is a nonpositive constant.

This theorem is well known. In the case ra = 2 it has been demonstrated by

M. Riesz [13, p. 10], J. L. Doob and B. O. Koopman [7], S. Verblunsky
[15], A. Dinghas [5], M. Tsuji [14] and by L. H. Loomis and D. V. Widder
[10](6). The extension to higher dimensions has been published by A.

Dinghas [6] and by J. Lelong-Ferrand [9]. These articles contain proofs of

the representation for harmonic functions u(x) from which the general case

can easily be inferred making use of a result of F. Riesz [12, II, p. 357].

The constant c is closely connected with the mean value considered in §3.

For, by the definition of hr(i-) and the Gauss mean value theorem, we have

hT(0)=A(v; r). Hence, by (3.2),

2n       m(r)
(4.11) c = lim hr(0) = — lim-

r—>» 0)n r—.»     r

This is a result of A. Dinghas [5; 6].

It is easy to see that the proof of Theorem 3 can still be carried through

if the hypothesis w^O is replaced by u+(x)=0(\x\) for |x|—»oo. In this

case c becomes an arbitrary real constant. (4.11) remains valid.

We shall now derive representation theorems of a more general type. Our

method will be the same as the one employed above except that, instead of

applying the Riesz decomposition theorem, we shall make use of a generaliza-

tion due to M. Brelot [4] (see also A. Pfluger [ll ]). For the sake of simplicity

we shall limit ourselves from now on to the case ra = 2.

Let us consider a function u(x) which is defined and subharmonic in

H(R, oo) and satisfies (2.1) on D(R, oo). We further assume that u(x) is

of order less than p at infinity, where p is a positive integer, not less than 2.

By this we understand that there exists a number q<p such that

(4.12) u+(x) = o( | x\") for|*|-»»,

where «+ = max [u, 0].

(6) We are indebted to Dr. K. C. Hsu for pointing out to us several of these references
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The relations (3.2), (3.3), and (4.12) imply

(4.13) A(v+;r)=o(r"-1) forr-»oo,

where ti+=max [S[w], 0]=S[m+]. Let Ri>R be given arbitrarily. By a

theorem of M. Brelot (Theorem 2' in [4]), v admits the representation

| 6 - v |   - E Ck(cos coj,) |||  | „ |        W(e,)
Q(Bl,oo) L *=0 J

in Q(Pi, oo). Here h(£) denotes a function which is harmonic in Q(Ri, oo),

symmetric with respect to A, and which satisfies h(%) = 0( | ij1 *~*) for 1£1 —* oo.

p. is a non-negative Borel measure, symmetric with respect to A. The C\'s

are Gegenbauer polynomials (see e.g. [18, p. 329]), defined as the coefficients

of the development

(1 - 2zt + tYl = E C\(z)t".
jfc=0

Finally, cos wt»=EifcW UI UI-
In order to obtain a representation for u = T[v] we shall now apply the

transformation T to the right-hand side of (4.14). We find it convenient to

consider the space P2 as a complex number plane, putting x = Xi-Wx2,

y=yi+iyi etc.

It follows from the properties of h that T[h] is defined and harmonic in

H(Ri, oo) and assumes the boundary value 0 on P(Pi, oo). If we continue

T[h] across P(Pi, °°) as an odd function of X2, we obtain a function which is

defined and harmonic in the region |x| >Pi. Since furthermore T[h]

= 0(\x\ p-1) for x—»oo, we conclude that T[h] can be represented in the form

p-i
(4.15) T[h] = Im  E akxk

with real-valued coefficients ai (k=p — l, p — 2, • • • ).

We decompose p=pi-\-pi, px and p2 being of support fi(Pi, <x>)C\A and

S2(Pi, oo)—A, respectively. Let

(4.16) wi=  f K(S, v)dpi(e,)

and

(4.17) Wi=  f m,v)dlli(ev),
" Q(iil,oo)-A

where K(i, V) = | {-»?| "*- E^o Ci(cos «f„) | $j *| q \ ~h~2. We state that
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Jr     1 p-1    xh  "1
-E —77 Un(ey)

DiRu^Ly - x      k-i  yk+1J

and

JT ^2 xk(yk — yk)l
g(x, y) - Re £      ',    ,;     \dVi(ev),

where vi and j»8 are given by (4.5) and (4.8), respectively, and y=yi — iyi

denotes the conjugate of y.

We begin the proof of (4.18) with the consideration of a special case. Let

Pi be the unit mass, concentrated in an arbitrarily chosen point t/o = (yio, 0,

0, 0) on Q(2?i, oo)HA. Then Wi=K(%, n0), i.e. Wi is the function |^ — r/0[ 2

diminished by the terms of order ^p — 2 of its Taylor development around 0.

Now, it is quite obvious that if we apply the transformation T to a function

which is analytic (in the variables £i, £2, £3 and £4) in the neighborhood of the

origin in P4, then we obtain a function which is analytic (in the variables Xi

and xi) in the neighborhood of the origin in i?2. Furthermore, the Taylor

series may be transformed term by term. Therefore, the sum of the terms of

order gp —2 in the development of | £ — 7701_2 is transformed into the sum of

the terms of order ^ p — 1 in the development of

T[\ £ — vo |~2] = Xi I x — y01"2,

where yo = (yio, 0). (The increase in order is caused by the factor Xi arising

from (2.4).) But since, in complex notation,

Xi 1 »**«**

1-it = Im-= ImL -jn = Im 2- Hsr'
I x - yo\2 yo - x 4_o  yk+1 k=it y0

we conclude that

[I p-l        xk    -1

yo - x      k=i yo   J

This proves (4.18) for the considered special measure pi. It is easy to extend

the result to the case of a finite number of concentrated masses. Finally, a

limiting process establishes (4.18) in its full generality.

The verification of (4.19) is quite analogous. We begin with a special case.

Let yoGH(Ri, «>) be chosen arbitrarily. Suppose then that p2 consists of the

unit mass, distributed uniformly over the set T(yo). The function Wi is defined

as the potential /r(»o)l^ — 7/l_2^M2(e,) diminished by the terms of order

^p — 2 of its Taylor development around 0. Let g denote Green's function

for H. Making use of (4.7) we conclude that T[wi] is obtained by subtracting

from the function g(x, yo)/2y2o those terms of its Taylor development around

0 which are of order ^p — l. Since
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g(x, yo) = log | x - y01   - log | x - yo \

-EeW-i)-b«('-0

\t[ tyl     £i ky'J        £[   sir.I"

it follows that

rr    1         1   r ,        ̂      p   V ljAzl^\T[w2\ = --   g(x,yQ) -Re 2, ——,-■—-   •
2y2o L t-i     «I yor    J

This is the desired result for the special case. It is easy to proceed now to the

general formula (4.19).

Clearly v = h — Wi — w2. Hence u = T[h\ — T\wi\ — T[w2] and, by (4.15),

(4.18), and (4.19), we obtain

Theorem 4. Let «(xi+jx2) be defined and subharmonic in H(R, oo) and

satisfy (2.1) on D(R, oo). Suppose further that u is of order less than p at in-

finity, where p is a positive integer ^2. Then, given any Ri>R, the following

representation holds in H(Ri, <»)

^J r r    1 p=X    xk "1
u(x) = Im 2_ akxk - Im   I-2^ —rr:   dvi(ey)

(4 201 k^° JDWu^Ly - x      i=1  yk+1J

- f \g(x, y) - Re E **y ~ y*)"| dv2{eyy
J h<.ri,*) L *=i      k\ y\2h    J

Here vi and Vi denote non-negative Borel measures, of support P(Pi, oo) and

H(Ri, oo), respectively, and the coefficients a* (k=p — 1, £ — 2, • • •) are real

numbers, g denotes Green's function for H.

A similar theorem can be deduced for the neighborhood of 0. We introduce

the following terminology: A function u(x), defined and subharmonic in

H(0, R), is said to be of order less than p at the origin, if there exists a number

q<p such that

u+(x) = o( I x |-a) for x —> 0.

With this definition the above mentioned result can be formulated as follows:

Theorem 5. Let «(xi-Nx2) be defined and subharmonic in H(0, R) and

satisfy (2.1) on P(0, P). Suppose further that u is of order less than p at the

origin, where p is a positive integer ^2. Then, given any Ri<R, the following

representation holds in H(0, Pi)
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u(x) = Im   £   «*** + Im   I             •-X ——   ^"i(«»)
„ „,,                    fc.i-P ^Dco.B^La;-y      t-i ** J
(4.21)

/»          r j>-i -,* _ aj*-|

«(*, y) - Re £ Vr <*"»(«»>•
J H0,Ri)V. *-l K* J

ilere ?i arao* j>2 are non-negative Borel measures, of support D(0, Ri) and H(Q, Ri),

respectively, and the coefficients ak (k = l—p, 2—p, • • ■ ) are real numbers, g

denotes Green's function for H.

This result is an easy consequence of Theorem 4. It can also be derived

directly making use of Brelot's Theorem 2 [4].

Suppose that u(x) is of class A, being of order less than p at infinity. In

this case it might be of interest to have a representation for u which is valid

throughout H. Such a formula is obtained by means of the following argu-

ment: The reader will easily convince himself that if z>(£) =S[m] is harmonic

in a neighborhood of 0, then u can be represented throughout H by (4.20),

the domains of integration D(Ri, oo) and H(Ri, oo) being changed into D

and H, respectively. If v does not fulfill this special assumption, then we con-

sider i>*(£) =»(£) —Ju\<i\£ — 77!-sap(e,). Since v* is harmonic in |£| <1, we

conclude that r[i>*] is representable in the form (4.20). Making use, further-

more, of (4.4) and (4.7), we find that u admits the representation (4.20),

modified as follows: (1) D(Ri, 00) and H(Ri, 00) have to be replaced by D

and H, respectively; (2) in both integrands the subtracted terms (finite

sums) have to be omitted for |y| <1; (3) a* = 0 for k^ — 1.

The growth of the function u and the behavior of the measures vi and vi

are closely connected. By means of Brelot's Lemmas 2' and 4' we find the

following properties. If u fulfills the hypotheses of Theorem 4, then the meas-

ure p, associated with v = S[u\, satisfies the following condition: There exists

a number s<p such that

(4.22) f I r,|—Hp(en) < 00.
" 0(Bl,oo)

Conversely, suppose that measures vi and Vi are given such that the cor-

responding measure p, to be determined from (4.5) and (4.8), satisfies (4.22)

for some s<p. Then (4.20) yields a function u which is defined and subhar-

monic in H(Ri, co), of order less than p at infinity, and which satisfies (2.1)

on D(Ri, 00). (Of course, at the same time the coefficients a* are supposed to

have been chosen in such a way that the series £-"» a^x* converges in

|*|>2?i.)
It should be noticed that we did not make full use of Brelot's theorems.

Our results could be refined by applying the precise statements in [4]. We

shall not go into this.

We limited ourselves to the case ra = 2. But the method works in higher
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dimensions as well. This generalization is also left to the reader.

We conclude with two applications of Theorem 4.

Corollary 1. Suppose that the function f(x) is regular analyticin H(R, oo).

// the imaginary part off satisfies (2.1) on D(R, oo) and is of order less than p

(positive integer 5^2) at infinity, then, for any given Ri>R, the representation

Jt—l n r~       J p-1       xk   -l

f(x) =   E  akx"-E — \dv(ev)

holds in H(Ri, oo). Pere v denotes a non-negative Borel measure and the coeffi-

cients ak (k=p — 1, p — 2, ■ ■ ■ ) are real numbers.

We define: An analytic function/(x) is of order less than p if and only if

the subharmonic function u(x) =log |/(x) | has this property according to the

above definition. This convention agrees with the usual terminology in the

theory of entire functions.

Corollary 2. Suppose that the function f(x) is regular analytic in H(R, oo)

and satisfies

lim sup | f(x) |   = 1 (x E H(R, oo))
x->y

for ally£:D(R, oo). Assume further that f is of order less than p (positive integer

^2) at infinity. Let the zeros of f (enumerated in any order) be denoted by xm

(m = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ •). Then, given any Ri> R, f admits the representation

-i    */■-* k\
,    . .   .   ,        -¥-r      1   X Xm i   »—*    X   (Xm Xm) j

/(*) = **<*>   II     -7-exp ] E —rl-up   \>
i*„i>b, Lx — xm I ji,=i     k\xm\2*   )J

where

p~l /. r-     l p-1     xk  -i

Hx) =   E akxk +-E -TT We,),
*—«, ^iJcKLM) Ly — x      *_i  y* U

in H(R\, oo). Pere v denotes a non-negative Borel measure and the coefficients

ak (k =p — 1, p — 2, • ■ • ) are real numbers.

This representation can be considered as an analogue of Hadamard's

factorization theorem for entire functions of finite order (see e.g. [2, p. 22]).

It is obtained from Theorem 4 by letting u = log |/(x) |.
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